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Product Facts
A happy egg farm is a minimum of 8 acres for a flock of 16,000 hens. This is
about the size of six football fields or 21.8 square feet per bird, which is
nearly 11 times larger than most free range standards.
Our hens are happy because they engage in natural behaviors with daily
access to:
o Outdoor pasture with established or newly planted trees from 10AM
thru dusk (average 8-9 hours per day)
o Wooden perching towers (play kits) and sand pits for dust-bathing on
the range; dust bathing is a hen’s natural way of getting clean
o Pecking toys inside the barn, plus private nest boxes so our hens can
select their favorite nesting box for laying eggs
o Clean water and a specially formulated diet of corn and soy
supplemented by their outdoor pasture foraged diet
The happy egg co is the only 100% free range egg brand with an animal
welfare program that covers everything from living conditions to feed and
the expertise of the caregivers
The happy egg co. farms are located in Arkansas and Missouri that have
large, open pastures with lots of trees and grass and a mild year round
climate so hens can go outdoors everyday. In addition, the farms are close to
grain fields, helping to keep our carbon footprint low. Our farmers are
selected because they are outstanding animal stewards who are passionate
about improving the lives of the hens they care for everyday
Our girls are from a range of breeds that always lay brown eggs. Our first
flocks are Bovan Browns, a hybrid known for its egg-laying ability and easy
going temperament
The hens are fed a high-quality specially formulated recipe of corn and soy
mixed with vitamins and minerals for the best nutrition for healthy hens and
great eggs. (The feed never has added meat, bone mean, hormones, or
antibiotics.)
Eggs that are very fresh are extremely difficult to peel, near impossible if you
want them to look pretty. As a tip, if you plan to boil eggs, try keeping them in
the fridge for a week or two to age them before hand.
The happy egg co. eggs are available at retailers nationwide check out our
store locator to find a retailer near you http://thehappyeggco.com/storelocator/
The happy egg co. eggs are packaged in a sunshine-yellow carton made of
100% recycled and compostable material
The happy egg co. eggs SRP is $5.49 for a 12-pack and $3.29 for a 6-pack

